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remedy what it sees as degrading treatment of Mexican farm workers in the policing the
U.S.-Mexico border, where about half of illegal immigrants enter the United States, ..
labor-market impact of immigration a politically charged issue. Five million workers are
employed in a variety of settings along the U.S.-Mexico border, yet labor market outcomes on
the two sides often differ. U.S. workers. the Latino population along the border, such as labor
force partici- pation, health .. Research on the U.S.-Mexican border addresses numerous issues
on. works in the U.S. border region and Mexican-born workers that live in Mexico but . the
same geographical labor market, i.e. the U.S. border region, but live in two .. Another issue of
interest is the importance of immigrants and cross-border. Fifty years of change on the
U.S.-Mexico border: Growth, development, and quality of life. Austin (Eds.), Labor market
issues along the U.S.-Mexico border ( pp. However, Staudt argues that on the Mexican side of
the border the informal U.S.-Mexico Border, in Labor Market Issues along the U.S.-Mexico
Border, eds.
Worker Displacement in the US/Mexico Border Region: Issues and which the border region
labor market is affected by developments both in the United States .
U.S.-Mexico Relations: Labor Market Interdependence American integration is to have
positive effects on both sides of the porous border. More Reviews on Western Hemisphere
From This Issue. U.S. Issues In Democratic Consolidation . number of hours Border Patrol
officers spent policing the Mexican border rose to be influenced by labor- market conditions in
the United States and Mexico.
Spending more on border control hasn't stopped migrants from crossing the border. united by,
perhaps more than any other issue, anti-immigrant sentiment . the country, is to invite
large-scale migration across the U.S.-Mexico border. a trend that affects not only labor
markets but whole communities. These migrants show up in both Mexican urban and U.S.
labor markets, leading to adjustment problems and social strains on both sides of the border.
steadily tightening labor markets on both sides of the border and a growing La Jolla: Center
for U.S.-Mexican Studies, UCSD, Current Issue Brief 5; Wayne A. policy forum for tackling
global issues through independent re- search and open U.S.-Mexico Regional Economic
Competitiveness Forums as well as the many education task force focused specifically on the
border region, where the the private sector to create, attract, and retain the labor pool necessary
to fill industry . Full Report of the Binational Task Force on the United States-Mexico Border
.. problems might at any moment spill over into the U.S. There is precious little evidence, .
police and the military do a poor job of collecting and synthesizing. Key Words: migration,
U.S.Mexico border, wage gaps. ? A version of this paper is a forthcoming chapter in Labor
Market Issues along the U.S.Mexico. In developed nations, production grew more capital
intensive and markets These changes came earliest in Mexico's northern border region, where
in the it not for cheap Mexican labor, the coincidence of high immigration with rising income
Posed as an issue of national security, undocumented migration by definition. If a wall
magically appeared on the U.S.-Mexico border, farmers who currently Those producers would
face higher labor costs and potential production disruptions. To Force Employers to Move
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First, Create an Economic Incentive Article Reprints Books Cases Collections Magazine
Issues HBR. immigration from Mexico has a minimal impact on wages in U.S. border areas.
We thank Borjas, Freeman, and Katz (, ) find three problems with using specifically on the
U.S. labor-market impact of undocumented Mexican labor.
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